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TELESIN Multifunctional Clamp Holder (SC-001)
Create stunning footage from different perspectives! The Telesin Multifunction Clamp Mount will allow you to attach your camera to the
handlebars of a motorcycle, a handrail or even a branch. Thanks to its adjustable diameter, you can easily adjust it to your needs. The
sturdy mount, combined with non-slip elements, provides the necessary stability during recording, and thanks to 2 ball joints, you can
position the camera in any position. It also allows you to mount additional accessories.
 
Breathtaking recordings
Now recording stunning footage will be even easier! The mount is equipped with two ball joints that allow you to tilt the camera or rotate
it 360°. Thanks to this solution, you will set the perfect recording angle and record fantastic videos from an unusual perspective! 
 
Stable mount
A bike ride on a forest path? Or maybe riding a motorcycle on a rough road? With Telesin you don't have to worry that unwanted camera
shake will spoil your video! The mount is equipped with a sturdy clamp, which, combined with non-slip elements, provides unparalleled
stability.  Thanks to the use of high-quality materials,  the accessory is characterized by shock resistance, and it  is also extremely light
and compact. 
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Many possibilities
The mount will work perfectly in many situations. With it you can easily attach the camera to the handlebars of a bicycle, motorcycle, as
well as a handrail, tripod or branch. The accessory allows you to adjust the diameter in the range of 11-65 mm, so you can easily adjust it
to your requirements. Moreover, it allows you to mount not only the camera, but also additional accessories, including a microphone or
lighting. 
 
Included
mount
3-jaw adapter
locking screw
	Manufacturer
	Telesin
	Model
	SC-001
	Material
	Aluminum alloy
	Maximum load 
	2 kg
	Mounting range
	11-65 mm
	Weight
	196 g

Preço:

€ 24.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Accessories  GoPro
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